Foreclosure Prevention + Homebuyer Education

1,374 Families Counseled

$10.8M in loans for Hardest Hit Fund and NFMC
$2M in down payment assistance (DPA)

270 families keep their homes
$25M in saved mortgages in the Mid-South
390 new homeowners (162 used DPA)

$47 M Mid-South home value added

30 Homes constructed, renovated and/or sold

$950K total improvement value
Lamar Perry’s Story

Lamar Perry and his wife Lakeva purchased a home through UHI last year using the city and county’s Helping Homebuyer down payment assistance and homebuyer education with UHI. The couple was able to choose a home in a safe neighborhood with good neighbors and excellent schools. This little bit of extra purchasing power went a long way with UHI. Lamar Perry and his wife Lakeva purchased a house in a safe neighborhood with good neighbors and excellent schools. This little bit of extra purchasing power went a long way in serving a homebuyer that is already giving back to the community through his work with Mid-South Food Bank.

“We did it for our kids because we want our kids to grow up in a safe neighborhood.”

—Lamar Perry


www.uhinc.org